This document is made available in accordance with publisher policies. Please cite only the published version using the reference above. Full terms of use are available: http://www.bristol.ac.uk/pure/about/ebr-terms We simulate the coupling of light emitted by a solid state emitter into a structured polymer waveguide. The polymer waveguide is supported on a dielectric mirror making an easy to fabricate platform. This waveguide could be fabricated around a pre-selected and characterized atom like emitter such as a nitrogen vacancy center. We see near deterministic coupling of dipole emitted light into the waveguide and spontaneous emission enhancements up to a factor of 6.2 for TE dipoles coupled to cavity structures.
Introduction
Solid state single photon emitters are often non-ideal two level systems with broad spectra due to phonon mediated emission or low quantum efficiencies due to competing nonradiative processes. Coupling the emitter to a photonic structures allows us to modify the spontaneous emission particularly enhancing emission into useful spectral regions [1] and increasing coupling efficiency [2] . Non-ideal solid state emitters could thus be engineered to produce stable ondemand single photons even at room temperature [3] making them useful for quantum information processing [4] and bioapplications [5, 6] . For example single emitters embedded in photonic structures have enabled recent advances in foundational quantum experiments [7] [8] [9] . One of the most investigated room temperature solid state emitters is the nitrogenvacancy (NV) color center. It consists of a substitutional nitrogen atom adjacent to a vacancy in the diamond carbon lattice. This system exists stably in the singly charged state and possesses a ground state spin which can be initialized and read out optically. Stable NV emission with long spin coherence times has been reported in bulk [10] and in nanometer scale diamond particles (nanodiamonds) [11] . These latter NV centers can be incorporated in, and thus coupled to photonic structures [12] . One fast and cost effective method for the fabrication of such photonic structures, especially cavities, is direct laser writing in photopolymers. They have been reported as nanobeam cavities [13, 14] or droplet whispering gallery modes [15] ; coupling of NV centers to whispering gallery modes of resonator disks are reported in [16] . These polymer structures are designed for room temperature applications, but may also be used at cryogenic temperatures [17] . However, these methods incorporate nanodiamonds suspended in the polymer and lead to nondeterministic positioning of the emitters in the photonic structure and use air guiding to achieve strong confinement. Hence structures are suspended in air with associated fabrication difficulties and a lack of robustness.
In this work we use the Bragg confinement of a supporting mirror to confine the light in surface waveguides designed to be written in polymer using direct write methods. We present modeling results for the coupling of NV centers in nanodiamonds to microstructured waveguide cavities as illustrated in figure 1 . The NV centers are placed near the surface of the substrate, allowing optical characterization and localization followed by direct writing of microstructured waveguides over them. We suppress the losses into the substrate by using a suitably designed distributed Bragg reflector. These structures may then allow top-coupling via commonly used integrated grating couplers or standard waveguide edge couplers. Further, this design benefits from its small dimensions allowing, for bio-applications, the use of small analyte volumes and coupling to microfluidic channels [18] .
Design of passive structured waveguide
We optimize the structure by the following steps:
1. Design the DBR. 2. Optimize the nanobeam polymer waveguide. 3. Design simple reflectors in the waveguide. 4. Modeling a tapered reflector.
The design of the DBR has been guided by the premise of a wide stop band reaching from 600 to 750 nm with a center wavelength of 660 nm. This bandgap is designed to maintain high reflectivity at 637 nm out to high incidence angles. Silicon dioxide (SiO 2 ) with a refractive index of n 1.54 SiO 2 = is used as low index quarter wavelength top layer to ensure an antinode at the mirror surface. This is then alternated with tantalum pentoxide (Ta O 2 5 ) with a refractive index of n 2.03 Ta O   2 5 = with a total sixteen pairs to ensure over 99.9% reflectance (mid band normal incidence).
Using a commercial-grade simulator eigenmode solver and propagator (Lumerical Solutions) the polymer waveguide structure (n=1.52) has been optimized with the aim to maintain a waveguided mode highly confined within the polymer [19, 20] . Note that the small refractive index contrast of suitable materials in the visible spectral range might reflect on a less confined mode than in similar designs for the NIR range [19] . Iterating width w in the range of 420-620 nm and height h in the range of 400-1400 nm of the waveguide, optimal parameters are found with w 0.56 m m = and a height of h 1 m m = at 637 nm (zero-phonon line NV − center). Here, the peak amplitude of the electrical field associated with the guided mode is confined within the polymer is maximized. These conditions are necessary to obtain a strong light-matter interaction at the position of the solid state emitter, i.e. interface of NV − center and propagating mode. For a well confined single mode on the DBR surface we chose a rectangular cross section, allowing smallest fabrication dimensions with laser polymer lithography. In the following the two waveguide modes which show the highest confinement within the waveguide are discussed figure 2.
Both modes can be distinguished by their effective waveguide refractive indices n eff,wg , their in-plane polarization fraction E y as well as their losses into the silica substrate where relevant. The two-dimensional in-plane polarization fraction E y , is defined over
where E y z , refer to the field components in y direction (z direction respectively). Since we are considering the polarization of the modes, we only consider the fields parallel to the mode cross section and components in E x are neglected. As shown in figure 3 the dispersion relations for both modes Figure 1 . Concept: the image shows the proposed device including distributed Bragg reflector, substrate and structured waveguide for the coupling to a single photon emitter. . Note the logarithmic color coded intensity used to highlight that the TE mode extends all the way through the substrate, leading to high losses.
lie within the light cones of air and bulk polymer denoting total confinement within the structure for the ZPL. Both modes are very similar to those obtained from a polymer free standing waveguide, but with a smaller effective refractive index. The modes lie below the mirror band edge indicating that although highly reflective at normal incidence there will be some leakage at the low incidence angles of guided modes. Mode01 is characterized by n 1.437 eff,wg = and E 100% y » (quasi TM waveguide mode) and mode02 by n 1.412 eff,wg = and E 0% y » (quasi TE waveguide mode). Therefore care has to be taken in choosing the appropriate mode for the coupling to the later discussed TE (E z orientated) and TM dipole (E y orientated). Allowing the mode to be unbounded in the direction of the silica substrate, i.e. allowing absorption in a perfect matched layer, one obtains losses for mode01 of 0.007 dB cm −1 and for mode02 366 dB cm −1 . This dramatic difference in loss characteristics can be seen in the logarithmic intensity profiles. The quasi TE mode (figure 2) is concentrated in the waveguide but extends at an approximate 0.3% level all the way to the lower boundary in the silica substrate indicating significant losses. On the other hand the quasi TM mode exists as a mode guided by the ridge and DBR combined and does not extend into the substrate. Despite this when we consider waveguide lengths of 40-50 μm both modes show low enough loss. Other modes are also supported by the waveguide-DBR combined structure but these were not well confined in the waveguide and therefore not useful for the coupling to single emitters at the interface between the polymer waveguide and DBR.
To achieve a strong interaction of the dipole emitter with the waveguide mode we place reflectors in the waveguide arranged to created a resonant cavity. We choose to study circular reflectors as these are easier to fabricate using direct write methods and have shown high reflectivity in suspended cavity designs [21] . Firstly, the transmission of reflectors in the structured waveguide is calculated. This includes the optimization of the filling fraction f and the reflector period in the x-direction a x . The right hand half of the structure shown in figure 4 , is studied. For this optimization thirty circular reflector holes have been placed in the waveguide. The spatial mode profile at the center wavelength is calculated with the eigenmode solver and then injected at all wavelengths, leading to a very small injection error around the center wavelength. The transmission of the quasi TM and TE waveguides modes have been measured over the entire structure by FDTD methods. The number of reflectors are chosen in order to ensure a high reflectivity but still having low losses. The results have been normalized by the transmission of the modes through the empty waveguide over the same distance. A central wavelength c l at 637 nm (zero-phonon line NV center) 3 is chosen to calculate the appropriate reflector distance with a n 2 . 2
This distance relates to the hole radius over
For the calculation of the appropriate reflector radius an effective refractive index n eff is approximated using
where the effective reflector refractive index is approximated n 1 eff,r = and f is the filling fraction of the unit cell covered by the reflector holes. The filling fraction is varied between 0 and 0.3 and the transmission in the wavelength range 597-677 nm is measured behind the reflectors. For a filling fraction greater than 0.3 the reflector holes start to merge with each other. The results are shown in figures 5(a)-(c) (mode01) and figures 5(d)-(f) (mode02). Mode01 shows a strong transmission suppression over a wavelength range of about 610-650 nm ( figure 5(e) ). Further, this mode exhibits a constant transmission suppression over a wide filling fraction range. Due to the higher guidance of the mode in the DBR pairs the influence of the reflectors for the propagating mode is reduced. The transmission is about 30% at a the central wavelength figures 5(a)-(c). A filling fraction of 0.13 (radius of 75 nm) is chosen to model the radius of the waveguide reflectors.
The modulation of the filling fraction for mode02 shows a stop band opening from 605 to 670 nm which is wider than the one for mode01 figures 5(d)-(f). An optimal value for the transmission suppression down to 0.1% can be achieved at a . The values r x , a x and s indicate the reflector radius, the reflector spacing and the cavity distance.
3 Note: Maxwellʼs equation are scale invariant. Hence applying a scaling factor allows the results to be changed to any wavelength (e.g. phonon side bands of the NV center).
filling fraction of 0.13. Further, the transmission is suppressed over a wider filling fraction range compared to mode01 ( figure 5(c) ) due to the field profile being primarily confined within the polymer waveguide.
Losses in the waveguide reflectors are studied as a function of number of holes. These losses are illustrated by measuring the cavity transmission on resonance, shown in figure 6 (a) for mode02. The quasi waveguide modes are launched into the structure and the transmission is measured behind the reflector holes over the entire structure with optimized cavity distance. The results show that an upper bound for number of reflector holes can be set where the mode losses dominate. The cavity resonance peak initially narrows with increasing hole numbers but reaches a saturation and remains a constant width but with reducing overall transmission as the hole losses dominate ( figure 6(b) ). In comparison an equivalent simulation for mode01 is not possible, because a significant fraction of the mode propagates in the distributed Bragg reflector below the structure. Mode01 is limited by the mirror strength ( figure 5(b) ) and a cavity peak is not visible in the stopband over the left and right reflector side. Therefore mode02, although having initially more substrate losses ( figure 2(b) ), seems to be more feasible for guidance in longer waveguide structures. However, we will discuss in the next section figure 7 that for both modes an emitting dipole at the cavity center excites a well defined local cavity mode. 
Coupling to single emitter
The two cases of a TE (field polarization direction parallel to surface) and a TM (field polarization direction perpendicular to surface) dipole, emulating the extreme cases of the single solid state emitter orientation, are investigated. The dipoles with a center frequency of 470.6 THz (637 nm) and a pulse length of 20 fs have been placed at the position of the maximum field intensity to ensure the stronger cavity mode-dipole interaction. In the following simulations we assume an ideal dipole not perturbed by a nanocrystal containing the dipole itself. However, for the later discussed case in figures 7(a) and (b) we additionally place a 20 nm disdyakis dodecahedron nanocrystal (refractive index 2.4) around the dipole and find out that the results differ by less than one percent compared to the ideal dipole.
The dipole emission rate is proportional to the local density of states which can lead to emission enhancement (or suppression), depending on the dipole position within the structure as first proposed by Purcell for radio waves [22] and later adopted by the optics community analyzing changes in spontaneous emission [23, 24] . The Purcell factor is a measure of this enhancement with respect to unstructured environments and thus is a good figure of merit to compare structures. Here we calculate it by the standard method [25] of taking the ratio of total power emitted (at a particular wavelength) to total power emitted when the emitter is embedded in homogeneous polymer. We show false color plots of the Purcell factor as a function of cavity length and wavelength in figure 7(a) (waveguide mode01 with TM dipole) and figure 7(b) (waveguide mode02 with TE dipole). The Purcell factor has been calculated directly over the emitted dipole power normalized by the power emitted in a homogeneous polymer environment. In the optimization the peak Purcell factor is taken at the cavity resonance. The TM dipole excited cavity mode01 exhibits a Purcell factor up to 2.2. The optimal cavity distance is hereby 562 nm at a center wavelength of 637 nm. The TE dipole excite mode02 reaches a Purcell factor of up to 6.1 at an optimal cavity distance of 582 nm.
To investigate the coupling of the TM dipole (waveguide mode01) and the TE dipole (waveguide mode02) to the structured waveguide, we measure the Purcell factor and the Purcell factor over the variation of the cavity distance s and wavelength for the 50 hole symmetric structured waveguide: (a) mode01 excited with TM dipole, (b) mode02 excited with TE dipole. The structure is excited with a dipole with a pulse length of 20 fs at 637 nm. This leads to an optimal cavity distance of s 562 nm = and a Purcell factor of 2.2 for the TM (s 582 nm = and a Purcell factor of 6.1 for the TE dipole respectively).
dipole coupling as a function of the number of reflectors N in figure 8 . The coupling efficiency into mode01 and modes02 is calculated as the ratio between total power coupled into each of those modes after dipole excitation of the cavity with the total power emitted by the dipole. The power emitted into waveguide modes is measured one lattice constant behind the last hole on a single reflector side. We find coupling efficiencies of 0.2 for the TM dipole (waveguide mode01) and of 0.28 for the TE dipole (waveguide mode02) in the case of a 10 hole reflector, which leads to a total cavity mode efficiency of 40% and 56%. However, these efficiencies decrease rapidly with increasing number of holes and Purcell factor.
In the following the structured waveguide will be further optimized. We keep the 30 hole reflector as studied above and add a hole taper close to the cavity. The waveguide coupled mode02 TE dipole has a higher coupling efficiency to the cavity. It is therefore selected for the optimization. In the following we study the effect of a quadratic taper [13] with decreasing reflector size figure 9. Other forms of tapering (e.g. [26] ) are less suitable for the material system and hence the low effective refractive index in the work presented here. The reflector radius of 75 nm shown above is feasible with current fabrication techniques. However, further radius reduction remains challenging. To minimize the scattering losses a 4-15 hole taper is studied. The reflector hole spacing a x is kept constant in the taper section while the cavity spacing s is varied between 420 and 460 nm to accommodate the change in the filling fraction of the closest reflector to the cavity. This end filling fraction associated with the hole radius r 1 in figure 9 is swept from 0.18 to 0.25 in single steps aiming for a high reflector strength. This range is chosen from the stop band shown in figure 5(f) .
A high reflection is maintained within the stop band without a merging of the holes due to the increased diameter, to identify the maximum Purcell factor at the desired resonance wavelength of 637 nm. For a robust design we have extended the length of the taper to its maximum values in which the Q-factor saturates. Thus the Q-factor is limited by the scattering losses and should not be strongly influenced by fabrication tolerances. The Purcell factor at the resonance frequency 637 nm increases up to 6.2 which is higher than for the untapered case. The optimal taper for waveguide coupled mode02 TE dipole a taper with 9 reflector holes can be modeled while still maintaining a high Purcell factor of 6.1 at the design frequency of 637 nm. The optimal filling fraction is hereby 0.18, which leads to a hole radius of r 88 nm 1 = . An example for the optimization is found in figure 10(a) (the discrete steps originate from the sweep resolution). The structure at the resonance with the highest Purcell factor is given at a cavity length of 440 nm. During the optimization process we have ensured that the mode is well confined within the waveguide. An example for the mode intensity profile ( E 2 | | ) in the transition region between taper and reflector is given in figure 10(b) . Given that mode02 (TE dipole coupling) exhibits a higher Purcell factor we show in figure 11 the spectrum and field decay of the full tapered cavity structure excited with discussed optimal parameters. The plots confirm that the structures are single mode at 637 nm. The structures have quality factors of Q=220 for mode02 calculated over the field decay of the time signal figure 11(b) . Thus, the taper provides an improvement compared to the non-tapered cavity, which led to Q=190 (data not shown). Mode02 intensity plots on cavity resonance are shown in figure 12 . The measured intensities allow us to calculate the mode volume of the optimized structures with V 0.195 m 3 m = for mode02 (V 0.21 m 3 m = for mode01). We can combine mode volumes and quality factors to calculate a where r l represents the resonance wavelength and n eff the effective refractive index. This result independently confirms our Purcell factor estimates of 6.1. With these Purcell factors a shorter excited state lifetime can be achieved, leading to an enhanced emission rate up to 20% at the zero-phonon line of the NV − center for the perfect coupled TE dipole (mode02). As pointed out, the design is scalable to other wavelengths, e.g. the phonon side bands of the NV − center. In figure 12(a) we observe that the interaction of the emitted light of the dipole with the DBR substrate is minimal (not shown for mode01). The interaction and the losses of mode02 on the DBR substrate are lower than for mode01. The source of the main losses for both modes are due to the low refractive index contrast and thus transmission and scattering losses. Although the increase in Purcell factor is small, one advantage of the tapered holes is the bigger hole radius near the dipole, making fabrication more reproducible. Note that the structure presented here supports several modes confined within the DBR rather than the polymer waveguide. Thus, the dipolar excitation of the cavity can lead to the excitation of other modes besides the fundamental ones described in section 2. However, the high Purcell factors (figure 7) and the field profiles after cavity excitation with a dipole ( figure 12) show that coupling into non-fundamental modes is negligible for the optimized structure.
Finally, we investigate the dipole position d from the DBR surface within the optimized structured waveguide and record the Purcell factor figure 13 . The dipole position analyzed between 10 and 500 nm. We observe at the resonance wavelength of 637 nm for both modes that the Purcell factor drops from its optimal value down to values around 1.2. Therefore we propose two experimental methods. Either nanodiamond with a size around 30-120 nm are used and one obtains moderate Purcell factors between 1.5 and 2. These nanodiamond sizes have been shown to contain single NV centers. In the alternative approach one uses a semi-deterministic method. We propose to include the nanodiamonds within the photoresit, as performed in [16] , and writing multiple waveguides. Before writing the cavity in a second fabrication process, Figure 11 . Spectrum of mode02 (TE dipole coupling) with nine tapered holes, end filling fraction of 0.18 and a cavity distance of 440 nm. A Lorentzian fit is used. nanodiamonds containing single NV − centers in the waveguides are optically addressed and characterized. Here, the probability is higher that the nanodiamonds are centers within the waveguide and would lead to the higher Purcell factors.
In future designs we would aim to utilize a Bragg reflector such that the ZPL fully falls between the air-light line and the mirror edge, allowing us to explore lower loss modes (e.g. Bloch) to achieve higher Purcell factors [19] .
Conclusion
Engineering strongly guiding photonic structures usually requires the development of suspended geometries and deterministic incorporation of single emitters at cavity center is a challenge. Here we use the Bragg confinement of a supporting mirror to confine the light in surface waveguides designed to be written in polymer using direct write methods. We have demonstrated two designs for cavities in such waveguides and optimized their utility for single emitter coupling by maximizing Purcell factors at the cavity center on resonance, achieving a maximum Purcell factor of 6.2. The large cavity spacing (between mirrors) make deterministic incorporation of an emitter straightforward. For instance, initially one might place (e.g. spin-coat) many emitters slightly above the mirror substrate, characterize and localize suitable emitters and then write the cavity waveguides around them. In the experimental realization a high control in the dipole positioning may allow the scaling of the waveguide and thus lower losses through the polymer surface.
The smallest feature size presented in this paper is a radius of 75 nm (diameter of 150 nm), which is achievable with current commercially available two-photon absorption lithography [28] . Hence we expect fabrication of our structures to be reasonably straightforward. However, novel techniques are extending two-photon lithography to resolution far below 100 nm [29, 30] . We also note that the interaction of the lithography laser and the DBR substrate, will alter the required incident power most probably reducing it.
In our simulations two cases of a TE and a TM orientated dipoles were investigated. With our designs we allow the flexibility in the fabrication of the reflectors in the structured waveguide while maintaining the Purcell factor. Our optimized structures will have applications in the development of spin photon interfaces for quantum information processing [31] and bio-sensing (magnetic and optical) using microfluidics.
